Dwelley Farms
Brentwood, CA

Sweet Corn
Excellent quality and flavor. Due to annual rise
in demand, growers now plant ten acres of
white for every acre of yellow. Yellow and
white corn available by the 48 count case or piece.

Blue Lake Beans
A familiar and popular variety, often called
snap or string beans. These Blue Lakes are
bright, sweet and tender and should snap
when broken apart, revealing the tiny seeds inside.
Available by the 30# case or pound.

Baby French Beans
Also known as haricot verts, these beans are
smaller than Blue Lakes with sweeter flavor.
Available by the 10# case or pound.

Cranberry Beans
A type of ‘shelling’ bean, cranberry beans are
picked fresh from the pod in the same
manner as English Peas or Fava Beans. 15#case only.

Romano Beans
Also called Italian flat or Broad beans.
Romano beans are large and meaty. They
lend well to braising and are perfect for
minestrones. Available by the 10# case or pound.

summer

Yellow Wax Beans

Dwelley Farms, located in Brentwood,
CA-26 miles west of Stockton.
The
Brentwood agricultural area is close to
the Sacramento Delta and within view
of the Altamont Pass and Mt. Diablo.
During the growing season, the area is
characterized by hot days and cool
nights which result in excellent growing
conditions for a variety of fruits and
vegetables-tomatoes, squash, beans,
corn, cherries, peaches and apricots.
Mark Dwelley’s family has been farming
in the area since the 1920’s. Mark has
over 30 years experience on the farm
and currently has over 800 acres
planted to a variety of crops.
Purchasing fruits and vegetables
directly from local farms ensures longer
shelf life as well as a higher degree of
quality and freshness. We are pleased
to continue our relationship with
Dwelley Farms. Enjoy the harvest.

Another variety of snap bean, usually larger
than Blue Lakes, crisp and meaty. Available
by the case 10# or pound.

Call 916-446-8918 today for pricing and availability
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